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1.0 METHODOLOGY 

T~e~e are three physical phenocena that m~st be taken into ac~ounc ;y 
any valid model of the density behavior of pure liquids and their 
mixtures. The intentional and, hope fully, vell-infor.:ied neglect of 
any of these phenomena places we 11 defined 1 imitations on t~e po cen
tial application of the :-esulting model. The intentional omission o: 
the so called ''di lat ion effect" from the list of phenomena considered, 
automatically limits the scope of this :paper to liquids ~.1ell-reII!oved 
from their critical region. 

TEMPERATURE EF:ECT 

The expansion and contraction of the vol\ll?le o: a fixed mass of 
constant composition liquid is the most significant departure ter~ 

that must be quanti tative1y described. The change in spec:i fie voltlI!le 
with a cl.~nge in te:upet"ature is defined by the the:-:odynamical ly 
fundamental ter::i known as the coefficient of ther:ual expansion. 

1 dv 
c:: = - -v ct 

(1) 

'!be final form of any model relating alpha to easily cbta~nable 
measu~ements depends upon the integration of this basic definiti~n. 
The inte;ration, in turn, depeods upon the assumptions m~de anc the 
sequence in the derivation at which the assumptions are invoked. 

Typical te~perature corrections for hydrocarbon oils in the 
neighborhood of 0.62 specific gravity are about 0.09% per OF (0.2! per 
OC). Data that have iJE'!e?l developed on butanes and lighce:: show much 
high~r corrections, 0.2% per oy (0.4% per OC). 

?RESSURE EFFECT 

Compressibility is a physical property causir.g a~ isother.nal =eduction 
in volume occupied by a constant compos1t!on fluid as pressure 
increases. The degree of compressibility of liquids is defined by the 
instantaneous compressibility. 

..!t! 
dp 

{2) 

This equation states that the compr~ssibility is the slope of the P-v 
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curve at a given pressure and temperature divided by the total voli:.:e 
at that pressure. For industrial applications the p~essu=e e=fec~ is 
nor-:nally expressed by cocpressibility factors. 

F = ~P (1 -V~ ) (3) 

vhich ~an be WTitten 

F _ (Vs - V ) ( 1 ) 
- P - Ps Vs (4) 

In this equation AV/flP repre?ents the meati vol\!oe change 
satur~tion pressure co system pressure. 

from~ 

FoT h.eavy hydrocarbons at pressures and tempe?'atures vel1 belo'I.' their 
critical condition, the adjustment ior pressure is s=all. It is on 
tbe order of 0.00005%- per psi (0.0003% per le.Pa). For light hydro
car~o~s at lQQOF~ the cor?'ection is in the ~agnit~de of 0.004! per psi 
(0.024~ per kPa). 

~lllNG EFFECT 

The vQlume of hydrocarbon mixtures wi 11 be less than the col!lbi:ted 
volume of the COlilpcnents e~isting at the same conditions. The 
magnitude 0£ th.is "volume shrinkage" is dependent: on t!le cot1rpositicn 
&lld type of hydrocarbons being blended as vell as the tecperat~re and 
pressure of the resulting ~i~ture. 

'l'hi!!I cbe:nical/physical phenomenon is caused priinarily by three basic ..ill 
factors. • 

• When combining components vhose ~olecu!es differ considerably in 
size, the sm..a ller molecules pack into voids bet•.1een the large= 
molec:ules. 

•1b.en the operating conditions approach the critical conditions of 
one of tb.e compQnents, there is more free space be tveen the 
molecules of the near critical componenc:. In addition, the 
increased kinetic energy causes the molecules of the near 
critical component to become malleable. This per.nits the more 
stable molecules of the heavier, and larg~r, ccmponents to force 
thei~ way betveen the lighter molecules. This effect is typical 
iil NGL .st:-eams vhe::e ethane is a near c:-itical mat~:-ial. The 
exc:eu volUllle in this case can e:cceed -5: and incTeas~s wi.th 
decreasing pressure and increasing ethane mole fraction (18). 
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When the components exhibit a high degree of hydrogen bonding, 
the pseudochemical effect produces ~ore coopact voluces tha~ can 
be ~ttributed to the purely physical ~i~ing phe~omenon previously 
described. The che::ical shrinkage upon mixing is acco:.:panied by 
discernable heat release. 

The modeling effort usually attempts to account for the temperature 
and pressure effects by various integrations of Equations (1) and (2). 
Renee it is convenient to define two s~ates of liquids, one of which 
is pressure independent. 

SATURAT!D LIOUIDS 

A .saturated liquid is a pure liquid in equilibrium at its own vapor 
pressu;·e, or a liquid mixture at its bubble point, either being at a 
specified temperature. The bubble point pressuze is that pressure at 
which tbe first bubble of vapor for.:is. Densities of suc!'l liquids· are 
sometimes called "or:hobaric" . or "bubble point" densities. It is 
easily shown by the ?hase Rule that in either case pressure is not an 
independent variable. 

COMPRESSED LIQUIDS 

A compressed liquid is defined as one for which the pressu=e ac the 
prevailing te:npe·:'ature is greater th&n the vapor pressure fo::- a pure 
C:01Zlpound or greater than the bubble poi!lt pressure for a -:i1.!ltic::m
ponent liquid mix:ure. T'ne densities of m.a.ny compressed liqi.dds a~ 
nominal pressures are ~ct much different from the saturated de~sities. 
In fact, for t:lany process applications this difference is considered 
to be ir.significant. Thus, in these cases, the saturated liquid 
densities often adequatel7 represent compressed liquid densities for 
up to several atmospheres of excess pressure. On the other hand, at 
very high pressures, or even at coderate pressures for liquid metering 
operations, changes in liquid density m.a7 be of considerable 
i~portance. This is especially true of liquid determinations for the 
purpose of custod7 transfer of such liquids as LNG/L.PG mb:tures and 
NCI. products. In these cases, the pressure effect is significant and 
a high degree of accuracy of quantity measurement is requi~ed. 

The comparative temperature and pt'essure effect on compressi~ility 
factor vith increasing ::olecular weight of the liquid is shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. 

The models used to re?resent these effects may be classified as Factor 
Models or Compositional Models. 

FACIOR MODELS 

Factor models express the temperature and pressure dependence as 
differences in density f=om a known or base density. For e~ample, the 
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oil industry expresses the teape=ature dependence in ter.ns o! a volu~e 
correction factor defined by 

VCF = pf pt (S} 

w'bere VCF is a function of temperature and base density, OT• The bas~ 
density may be at 6ooi, isoc or zooc depending on the par::icala:
~ational standard being used (10). 

The factor approach is based on the requirement t:tar: the base cens ity~ 
is known. This known value is usually measureti but IJ:ay be co'l:1puted 
from a compositional ~odel in some cases. 

The facto:- approach has the built in usuoption that mixing effects 
are n.ot fuo.c tions of temperature or pressu-re. Hence the measurement 
of a 60°F density of a mixture of .specified composition takes the 
nixing effect into account. The factor mode 1 approach then cor~ect:s 
this sing!e oeasurement for temperature and pressure va~iation. 

The approac!i is highly accurate when used for oils and petr'ol.aum 
fractions with densities g=eater than 620 kg/~3 at 600F (10, 11). 

The com.posit iocal effects on light ends are, hoveve:-, depenc!e!lt on 
both temperature and pressure. Hence, the atte::opt to factor densit7 
from a base value for the light ends results in a significant loss of 
absolute accuracy. 

COMPOSITIONAL MODELS 

?'he compositional model depends on both the e~isteoce of a sufficient 
analysis of the compositions of the molecular species invol~ed and on 
a set of mixing rules capable of blending model parameters using these 
compositions. 

The s i.m.plest c01Dpositional mode 1 i.s the "I.aw of Additive Volu:ies". 

(6) 
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This coa:::ion model is useful for process calculations involvi~g 
oixtures comprised of components of similar molec~lar size and 
structure. Expected e!"rors are, vhen the equation applies, on the 
order of 3 to 5%. 

The challenge of the accurate compositional mocel is the adequate 
representation of the mixing effect. Bence, the typical set of mixi~g 
rules are far more complicated than shown in Equation (6). 

SATURATED LIQUID DENSITIES 

FACTOR MODEL FOR SATURA'n:D LIQUtD DENSITIES 

The most common Factor Model in worldwide use is embodied in the 
Petroleum Measurement Tables (1980). These are represented by AI'I 
Standard 2540, IP Standard 200, ASTM Standard Dl250 in addition ~o the 
standa:-ds of other national bodies and the International Stancia=ds 
Organization, ISO/R91 (10, 11). 

The appr.Jach vas ceveloped in 1916 by Beut"ce and Peffer (2). Their 
data base consisted of but 18 crude oils and 60 products. All samples 
were of Alite'!'ican on.gl.n. These original tables, with fe~11 additions 
over the years, were lhe basis for oil and hydrocarbon ?rocuct 
measurement until 1980 . 

In 1972, citing studies by Downer and Inkley, The I~sti:ut2 of 
Petroleum showed that ther:i.al expansion coeffi cient datCi for cri:de 
oils of current economic: icportance had the~al e~ansion ·coe£::'ic::ients 
averagi<lg 5% greater than t?lose represented in the l 9il0' s edition of 
Table 6 in AP! Standard 2540 (3). 

the American Petroleum Institute (API) and the National 
Standards (NBS) initiated a cooperative venture, funded by 

to create a data base of density measurements on both crude 
refined petroleum products. The joint venture by A.PI aod ?raS 
the scientific data base for the development of the more 

In 1974, 
Bureau of 
the API, 
oils and 
provided 
accurate measure~ent tables (5). 

The completion of this five year, $500,000 project in l"..arc:h, 1979 
provided the necessary data to 1D0deruize the tables of AP! Standard 
2S40. Using the NBS density data and related publications of out
standing technical authorities, the members of the Physical Prope~ties 
Working Croup of the UI/ASTM Joint Cocmittee on Static Pet:-oleu::i 
!'..easurement (COSM) produced the modernized tables for Volume 
Conection Factors presently available from American Petroleum 
Institute. 

The new tables vere developed from the N!S data by screening the d&ta 
by the use of lii:iear equations and compute:- generated plots. During 
the screening pt'ocess it was deter":!1ined that the:-e were five ':lajor 
identifiable g:-oups of materials that had significantly diffe:-ent 
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relationships bet~een the coefficient of the:-:nal exp.a.nsior:. and 
density. The five g::oups are show-n in Figure 3. The coefficient of 
ther:i.al expansion of crude and the four classes 0£ products 
(gasolines, jet fuels, fuel oils and lube oils) follov sepa::ate curves 
as a f~nction of inverse censity squared, or eorrespondi~g OAPI 
Gravity ranges. :Figure 4 shows a more detailed breakdown of the 
product classification with t"espect to the OJ.21 Gravity ranges aC!d 
s~oups. Thus the strict factor model vas modified to incorporate the' 
compositional effec~ by grouping mate~ials into classes. 

A study of Figure 3 shows that it \t'as not possible to !'epresent the 
different classes of fluids with a single equation or table. Eencet 
separace tables were developed to represent c::-ude oils and procuct:s. 
I'he products table consists of segments representing each of the major 
products classes as sho~-n in Figure 5. The dashed region, called th~ 
transition zone, was filled in to eliminate ~ny discontinuities in the~ 
tables. 

In addition to the crude and products tables, a third type of table 
~as developed for special applications. This third tab le p:-ovide s a 
aechanism for incorporating those materials that do not have thenial 
expansion pToperties similar to those fluids tested by the NBS, it is 
h.ighly probable that most ;r;.aterials of this clGss are not oat":J:-ally 
occurring pet!"oleCI:1 oils or products obtained frcm such oils. !t is 
anticipated th.at this third table will find mu:b1um utilizations in 
the ::ustod7 transfer of alternate energy fluids. Such applications 
incl~de liquids from coal, tar sands, shale oils and blends o: 
petroleum with tne biomass fluids or alcohol f~om other socr:e3. 
This, of course, does not prevent the special application tables f=om 
being used for crudes and products under the conditions described 
belov. 

The new tables retained the format of the old Table 6~ with Volume 
CorTection Factors or densities tabulated as functions of te~peratuTe.~ 
The Products Table vas computed in the seg'lllents shown in Figure S and 
tabulated below: 

Products 

Puel Oils 
Jet Fuel Type A & Al 
Gasolines 

our Gravity 

0 to 37 
37 to SO 
50 to 85 

Crude oil covers a range fro= 0 to 1000 API Gravity. 

Table 6C, the Special Application Table, represents tabular entries of 
volume cor=ection factor against the:-:nal e~pansion coefficient and 
teciperature. It is suggested that Table C be used when: 
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l. Tables A & B do not adequately represent t~e the:-:i:a 1 e:t?ans ion 
properties of the fluids of interest and; 

2. Precise tbe~al expansion coe f:icients may be ob t3ined directly 
er indirectly by experimencs, and; 

3. lf buyers and sellers of petroleum products or crude agree tha:: 
£0+ their use, a g~~ater deg~ee of equity can be obtained. 

COR..~LATION DEVELOP!o!EN'T 

The 2,278 point N'BS/AflI data 
cor:elation using an integrated 
was pre:nised 

base vas reduced to 
for:i of Eqca :ion ( 1) • 

CIC : C:T + /J .lt (7) 

where: a: T "'Cl: at the base te:.!pe:-ature. 

S = a function of o: and is icdependent cf temperature. 
Equations (1) and (7): 

1 dV - = CCT + /3 ~t (8) 
v dt 

.lt = t - T 

a predictive 
Equation (7) 

Hence, from 

whic~ can be rearranged and integrated bet~een t and T to give: 
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A study of the N3S data de~onstrated that: 

where k is a temperature-iode?endent constant. 

These equations were statistically validated by computer studies of 
the Nl35 data base. The precise value of k was selected from a con-
sideration of: (a) the computer studies, (b) tne theoretical 
curvature of density with temperature, and (c) high tecperature 
literature data on cn:des, petroleum fractions, and C6 through C32 
allcaues. 

These literature data were obtained from the work of Jessup and Orwall 
ar.d Flory. The value of k best expressi~g these criteria is 1.6 (10). 

Thus, Equation (9) beco~es: 

VCF 
VT 

=-v = EXP (-=-r ~t(1 +O.Sa:,- ..\t)] 

where: t • any temperature 
T • base temperature 

,, , ) 

Equation (11) is valid for a particular fluid of known alpha. 

It was determined that the coefficients of the:-::ial expansion at the 
base temperature for each group are related to the densities at the 
base temperature by 

K. + Kt /¥r (12) 
p,.z 

The values of K0 and K1 vere established for each major g!"oup £-:-om a 
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si~ultaneo~s nonlinear regression of all data points ~ithir. that 
group. 

The results and accuracy indicators are presented in Tables 5 a:-:.ti 5. 
Percent standard devi~tion given in the table is defined by: 

NP = number of points 
NO • total number of observations 1n a grou? 

A. complete aet of result• including the perce<.t standard de~i.ation .~ 
· the maximum percent error, the density at 6QOF and the coefficient of 

theTI1Ul e~pansion is presented in A.PI doc~ments for each sample. 7h i s 
infon:tation comprises a portion of the prin~ed documentation fa the 
final edition of the Tables. (1) 
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TA3LE l 

Constants to relate ther::ial expansion coefficient at base te~pe~atu=e 
to base density. 

Croup Ko Kt 

Crude oils 341.0957 0.0 
Gasolines 192.f~S71 0.2438 
Jet fuels 330.3010 o.o 
Fuel oils 103.8720 0.2701 
Lubricating oils 144 . 0427 0.1896 

Constants for English units (per OF). Obtained from global regression 
of N!S data • 
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TA3LE 2 

Results of zlobal reg~ession of NBS cata to fi~al equations. 

Percent 
No .. of standard 
points deviation 

Cr..:de oils 690 0.0253 
Gasolines 436 0."0266 
Jet fuels 351 0.0174 
Fuel oils 617 0.0180 
Lubricating oils 107 0.0197 

Because of the economic impact of the new table, two major independent 
tests were commissioned. The first, a study of Prudhoe !ay crude oil, 

. supplied by SOH!O, was perfor:ied in the laboratorias of Phillips 
Petroleum Company. A detailed description of these results is given 
in Volume X of the new table ( 1). These data both confi:':llec t~c 
accuracy of the ne~ table and showed errors of up to 0.3 . percent ~~ 

the old tables. The results are shewn graphically in FiguYe 6. 

The second set of tests '"1ere perfor:ned on ~N"enty of the original 
samples at te~peratures up to 3000F a~d down to -500F. '!ha results of 
these cests, which vere perfor.ned under Al'I cont=act at the Unive~sity 
of Mis~iouri-Rolla, have not yet been publically ~eleased. The 
evaluation definitely shows a confiTIDation of the new tables to 300°r 
and to lo~ temperatures of -soor. (16) 

Expansions to the Factor !i!odel have been developed for lubricating .fl 
oils ( 12) atld gasohol (13). The lubricating oils publication became • 
the source document for the fourth in the series of standard tables 
and vas given the designation "D" series. 

In sumz;iary, the nev tables are based on the largest and most 
representative set of density data on oils and fractions ever 
collected. The data were measured by the moat modern techniques in 
one of the most highly respected laboratories in the 1i10rld; that of 
the U.S. National Bure~u of Standards. 

The crude oils in the data base were obtained fi-om over 40: of the 
world's crude production in 1974. nte refined products were 
representative of the major classes of fluids transported in bulk. 
'When compared to the limited amount of dat.a on prit:iarily domestic 
stock collected in 1915 and the late 1920's, which formed the basis of 
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the old measurement tables, the nev data base must be consicered 
orders of magnitude more representati~e of moder~ crudes and products. 

These new measurement tables will signi ficanc ly improve the pipe 1 i ne 
industry's ability to me.a.sure petroleum more accurately in custody 
transfer transactions and improve operating overages and shortages 
caused by these transactions. (4) 

2.2 COl'!?OS!TIONAL MODELS FOR SATURATED LIQUID DENSITIES 

Liquid density cor:-elations may be divided into classes in ano t!i.er 
vay. They may be empirical, tbecretical, or semitheoretical i~ 
orl..gl.n. Most of the published correlations have been e!:lpirical; th.at 
is, they are not based on any particular physical model. The 
developer of the correlation has found some mathematical e,,;pres s iol 
describing the ~elationship between one or more iodependent vari4bles 
usually temperature, pressure, and composition, and the dependent 
variable, density. Theoretical correlations are derived fron the 
behavio'r of well-defined inodels. Two examples are th~ hard sphere 
model in which the ato~s or to:.0lecules of the liquid are assumed to 
beha.ve as rigid spheres, and the cell model in vhich each atom or 
Utolecule of the liquid is assu::ed to b9 contained in a cell or c:.ag!:! 
made up of the other liquid particles. 

Th're are also soce theoretical l:lodels describing the behaV'ior of 
mix tu-res. Some of these models are based on the assU'Qption of :-andoo 
mixing while ethers treat non-random mixi:ig. Corresponding states 
correla. tions -;uy be considered to be sernitheoretical in that they 
adbere to the Principle of Corresponding States but t?le analytical 
fo:-m.s are of e!npirical origin. 

The principal of corresponding states was developed f:o:D the 
observation of experimental data. It was discovered that many 
pTopert ies of pure compounds change by about the same percent -wher.4 
compared on a common bas is. The classical .common bas is is the scmie 
reduced te:::iperature and pressure. The reducing para:ietars are the 
critical temperature and the c::itical pressure. Enhancements to t!le 
principal have been common during the pa8t tventy-five yeaTs. The 
most successful enhancement is the addition of a "third paraceter" by 
Curl and Pitzer. They called thei:- third paramete: the acect:ic 
factol". 

The use of the principal of corresponding states for ~ixtures presents 
a aiguificant problem. A suitable set of reducing parameters must be 
•• lected to represent mixture behavior as a function of composition. 
The reduciug parameters for mixtures are called · pseudocritical 
properties and are defined by a variety of cixing ~les. 
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Equations of state, relationships betveen pressure, te::lpei-at\!:.-a, 2nd 
composition, are someth1es used to calculate both liquid as •Je 11 as 
vapor ~ensities. They have one advantage ove!" mos:: liquid density 
correlations: the calculated properties change scoothly as the 
critical region is crossed. This is not generally true of liquic! 
density correlations. Bovever, equations of state such as the Soave
Redlich-Kwong and the Peng-Robinson equations ar~ gene~ally not 
suitable for accurate calculation of l,iquid densities. Errors in 
liquid densities calculated using equations of state are seldo::i 
smaller than five pe:cent and are often as large as ten to fif t:een 
percent. 

In the discussion below, the application of saturated liqcid density 
correlations to L~G's will be emphasized. 

KLOSEK-McKINLEY COR.tt=:I.ATION (15) 

This correlation has been called a "totally 
calculating the density of an L:iC-like mixture. 11 

empit·ical 
(2) 

recipe for 

The calculated density is a function of temperature and cor.iposition, 
buL not of pressure. The specific vol~me of the aixture is calc~lated 
from the equation 

vhet'e tbe Xi and the Vi are . the mole fractions and the specific: 
volumes of the components, xcn4 is the mole fraction of methane, and k 
is a constant which depends on both temperature and the molecular 
veight of the =ixture. The Vi vary with temperature also, of course. 

McCARTY-lCI.OSEK-McKINLEY 

Fitting ve:ry accurate density data for "LNG-like mixtures'' measured 
recently at the U.S. National Bureau of Standards laboratories in 
Boulder, Colorado, McCarty (17) reported that the values of Klosek and 
McKinley's k fell on one of two curves. The curve depended on whether 
the ndxture contained no nitrogen or about 4. 5% nitrogen. He then 
developed the eq~ation: 

(15) 
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in vhich all ter:is have the sa:::e :ieaning as those i:i ~quation (l!.) 
except that Kl and kz have differer.t numerical values and XN2 is the 
:lole fraction of nitroge:i. Of the forty densities calculated for t~e 
"I...NG-tike" mixtures in the NDS data base, thirty-one were within. 0.1! 
of the measured values and eight of the other nine vere within 0.2: . 

'the advantages of McCarty's modification of the Klosek-Mc~inley ~ethod 
are i ~s accuracy and its simplicity. The disadvantages are i cs 
severely l .imited composition and temperature ranges. It is valic only 
for LNG-like mixtures containing al: least 60% methane, less than 4% 
aLt:rogen, less than 4% each of iso and uoZ"QCll butane, and less than 2! 
total of normal and isopentane, at temperatures bet~een 105 and ll5 X. 

RA~ETT EQUATION 

The ~ac:kett equation is an et:1piric:al correlation 
reproduce the densities of pure 1 saturated liquids 
points to their eritical points. The equation as 
by Rackett (19) is 

:z.~ = (1-Ta) · log Zc (16) 

'"hich is said tot 
from t!tei-:- triple 
originally ~itten 

vhere V f is the sattlrat~d liquid specific volume. The ter::i V :/Ve is 
the reduced volu~e. The Rackett equation is, then, an equatioj 
Telating reduced volume to reduced temperature, which makes it a 
corresponding states type of equation. 'nle equation is empirical in 
the sense that, as R.ac:kett. TJrOte, "Tbere is no known the or et ica 1 ba~is 
!vr (the equation) or for the specific value selected for this 
e:-tponent." Rackett also poiuts out that several li<iuid density 
ccr-relatioos have used one or more terms containing the quantity (1- ~ 
TR) fo-r their temperature functions. In SUJaZU.ri:ing his comparisons, 
Rac:kett WTote " ••• the equation he:-e p-roposed is mere p-recise Cha::::i any 
o1 the others. 11 It is interesting to note, howeve-:-, that 'his eGuation 
gave the smallest standard errors fer only five out of ~ency-nine 
data sets fo~ aix~een compounds, while each of the otber cc~relations 
aave the lowest errors in eight cases . Rackett also .pointed out that 
several polar liquids did not "conform" to his equation. That is, 
their deasity-temperature curves did uot have the correct shape. 

Rackett devised rather complex mixing rules for his equation (20) and 
made rather lim.ited comparisons of their reliability. Be compared the 
results calculated using bis metbod to e~perimental values and to the 
values c.a lculated using four other methods for only six different 
caetnane-pentane m.i:ctures a.t 100°F. In addition, he compared his o-.m 
res~Lts ~ith e~perimental measurements on twenty-t•.ro ot~er mixtures. 
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SPENCER-DANNER-RACKETT EQUATION 

Spencer and Danner made t·.10 major :noc!ifications in Rackett' s ~ethcd: 

They treated his Zc as an adjustable parameter which they called ZR.A, 
and they siciplified the mixing rules (22). They also tested the 
modified correlation and developed Zp.,A paraceters for a large number 
cf compounds. 

In testing the Rackett equation and its closest competitor, the 
Francis equations, Spencer and Danner (22) found that the for.:ier 
reproduced densities for hydrocarbons ·considerably better·, but that 
the latter was better for "organics" (non-hydrocarbons) and 
inorganics. Altho~gh they conclude that '' ••• the modified Rackett 
equation is by far the best for the hydrocarbons and quite good for 
the other organic and inorganic materials, 0 a rough adjust~ent fer the 
D.m:1ber of data points in each class ( 1948 fo't' hydrocarbons, 652 for 
"organics", and 148 for inorganics) sho•.;s that the Francis equations 
are significantly better. 

In their =edification of the Racke:t equation for ~ixtures (6) Spencer 
and Danner give these mixing rules (23): 

p7) 

Ver. = !; X1 Ve. (18) 

(20) 
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Sp~ncer &nd Oanne:- found "... there is no apparent criterion for 
recoi:mending F.armens' ciethod or the codified Racket~" (23). 

!he advantages of Spencer and Danne:-' s :nodifieation of the Rackett 
equation are its applicability to a large number of c:ocpounds and 
mixtures over a wide range of teoperatures, its accuracy, and the 
siillplicity of the pure-liquid equation. The drawbacks are its . low~r 
accuracy for polar compounds and the relatively small nuzoer of 
compounds for which values of Z:aA are available. The Spencer-Danner
Rac:ket t equation has not, to our knowledge, been evaluated e!eplidtly 
for LNG' s. . 

COSTALD 

The COSTALD density co?'relation (6, 8) was based on the Gunn-!miada .. 
cor't'e lat ion. COSTALD is a corresponding states c:orre la ti on of the• 
fo?"":l 

(o) 
(23) 

where V* is a c:barac:taristic volaine analagous to the CTi!ica1 volume, 
vR.{o) is the spherical 1:1olecule function, VR(5) is a fu::c::ion -which, 
vheu multiplied by vR(o) gives the deviation function. and WsRR is the 
Phillips acentTie factor based on the Soave-Redlich-Kwong eq~ation o: 
state -which is used instead of the Pitzer acen.tric factor (9). vR(o) 
and vR(o) are both functions of reduced tempe=ature only: 

V11<01
' = 1 ,.. a(1-Ta) 1:

3 + b(1-Ta)2
: 3 + c(1-Ta) + d(1-T1t)~· 3 (24) 

VRcc1i = (e + fra + QTa 2 +- hTa3)/(Ta-1.00001) (25) 

V* is usually regressed by fi ttiag these equations to e:o<pe:-icencal 
density data, using knovn. valuas of Tc and WSR.lti but it can be 
calculated from a single density point or estimated from a generalized 
correlation of the f onn 
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Ext~nsive compa=isons sho~ed that COSTALD is significantly bet:e~ than 
the Yen-t;oods correlation (25) and some•.Jhat better than the Spence:
and Danner modification of the Rackett equation (22) in reproduci.ng 
densities of a variety of types of saturated liquids. Values of wSR.~ 
and V• for 200 compounds were given in the original paper ( 6), and 
values for almost 200 more have been obtained core recently. 

Hankinson and Thomson tested several different sets of mixing rul£s 
and recommended the following (6, 8): 

T CID .. 

!~iXiXN.iiT oj 

v· .. 

(27) 

(28) 

(ZS) 

(30) 

Comparisons of COSTALD '.rith the Yen-Woods correlation and the Spencer
Danner-R..ackett ~ethod over a fairly large ~uantity of mi~ture density 
data showed that COSTALD gave significantly lower errors. 

Interaction parameters have been developed for some of the light 
paraffins, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen to permit the use of COSTALD 
for custody transfer of L~C' s. In comparing COST..U.D with McCarty's 
version of the Klosek-Mc~inley equation, Hankinson, Coker, and Thomson 
(7) found that after inserting interaction parameters, COSTALO gave an 
average absolute error of 0.078% for the densities cf forty "LNG-like" 
mixtures (less than the estimated experi:encal accuracy), and gave an 
average absolute error for the densities cf the ~hole 285 points of 
Natiocal .Bureaa of Standards mxture data of 0.199% compared with 
0.227% for McCarty's Equation. 

Advantages of the COST.U.I> correlatioc are its high accuracy for :itany 
types of liquids and their mi..~tures over wide temperature ranges, its 
overall accuracy, and the availability of the required parameters for 
many liquids. The COST.ALI> correlation has several unique features. 
One of these is its accuracy in the prediction · of I.NC densities. It 
has also been shcr.m that COSTALD fits densities of crude oils and 
petroleum fractious quite vell (9), and it has been suggested that it 
can fit densities of aqueous solutions we 11. Finally, Hankinson and 
Thom.son showed that, given good values of Te and w SRKi COSTALD can be 
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used to give good esti~ates of the c=itical volc~es of ncr.pola~ 
compounds. 

There are a few disadvantages. The COSTALD equations a:-e not as 
simple as one might like, although this pTesents no proble!ll on a 
digital computer. Its prediction' close to the critical j:IOint are 
less accurate than we would like, and it does not predict ceosities of 
polar liquids as well as vould be desh·ed. COSTALD is still being 
applied to nev systems, however, and we may see some intaresting new 
results soon. 

3.0 COMP!\ESSED LIQU!D OENSil'!ZS 

3.1 !AC'IOR MODELS FOR SATURAT!D LIQUID OZNSITlES 

The existing factor model as contained in the p~esent .API 1101 is~ 
generally accepted as being inadequate. The tables 1101 we~e 
constructed graphically and a basic mathe~atical model to represen
the values does not exist. In 1979 Hankinson and Phillips Teg~essed 
these tables to a complex function (14). This ~odel was given to the 
.Ai'l and is in general domestic use. 

ln 1979 Donner of 3ritish Petrolea~ preser.ted an alternative model to 
the ISO/TC 28/SC3. This model is given by: 

In C = 1.38315 + 0.003438 T - 3.02909 In e 

- 0.0161654 T ln e (:31) 

and 8 = c x 10·5 bar1 

where T: oc 
p: isoc de~sicy, kg/litre 

Be claims a calculational error of 0.05% in volume for tei:iperatures up 
co 760C and pressures of 34 bar. The American Petroleu~ Institute has 
a project under the technical direction of Dr. Mark ~lwm:er (~araehon 
Oil) to incorporate new data into tbe existing base and develop a 
replacement for APl 1101. 'nlis vork is complete a~d is preseQtl7 £~ 
COPM ballot. Equations and re=sults c:annot be released until . the 
ballot procedure is C011lpleted. 
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3.2 COMPOSITIONAL MODEL FOR COMPRE:SSEu LIQUID DENSITIES 

Previous ~fork 

Thomson, Brobst. and Hankinson (24) and Hankinson and Thomson (6, 8) 
have carefully examined the previously available compressed liquid 
density cor-:-elations. Each of these correlations was found to be 
deficient for general use in one respect or another. The most common 
problem was a lack of mixing rules. O~her proble:ns included narrow 
ranges of temperature. pressure, and composition; restricted component 
list; and · difficulty in trans la ting the method to computer 
applications. Table 3 summarizes the main deficie~cies of SOQe of the 
~ore prominent de~sity correlations for compressed liquids • 

Desirable Correlation Features 

The rationale behind the development of COSI..ll.D was to combine as r-.~y 
desirable features as possible into a single unified, accurate liquid 
density correlation. The following attributes were conside~ed to be 
important in the formulation of a new comp~essed liquid density 
correlation: 

1. Applicable to many types of liquids including noupolar ," s 1 ightly 
polar, polar, and quantw::i. 

2. Contain generalized mixing rules which are consistent for all 
types of liquid mixtures. 

3. Contain only generalized parameters of readily available, or 
easily deter.nined, pure component data·. 

4. High degree of accuracy, particularly for refrigerated liquid 
mixtures such as NGL products and L.~G/LPG mixtures • 

5. Predictive, so · that compressed densities can be calculated for 
those liquids for which no experimental density data e~ist. 

6. Readily adaptable to efficient computer and on-line 
microprocessor p?'ogramming for use in process design and simula
tion calculations, aud for liquid metering in cuscody trans fer 
operations. 

7. Relatively simple equations. 

8. Continuous, single-valued functions over the whole range of 
interest. 
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9, Compressed density function that smoothly approac!ies the 
saturated density an.d whose lower limit exacCl:-' reduces to the 
saturated density. 

10. Give accurate calculated densities near the critical point. 

COSTALD Correlation 

This section outlines the extensicn of the gene:-ali'z:ed COSTllD u:ethod 
for saturated liquid densities of pure compounds a11d their bubble 
point: mixtuTes, shovn above in Section· 2. 2, to the calculati.on o:f 
c:ompr-essed liquid5 of pure compounds and mixtures. The resultant 
COSTA.I.I> c:orrelati.on is a?plic:ab le for pressures fro:::i saturation up to 
68,950 k~a (10,000 ?Sia) and temperatures up to just belo~ the 
criti,al teaperature. With the partial e:icception of ice:is 7 and 10, 
all of Che desired features listed above have been incorporated into. 
the COSTALI> C:OQl.pressed liquid density coTrelation. The double sum.SW 
•nd the pI"oduc t of sums, ~hich appear in the lllixing rules, are quite 
tedious to calculate by hand for mixtures of more than t-wo or three 
components. Rowever, t:hese terms pose no difficulty for progr~e<l 
compcter calculacions. 

Eocations for the COST.Ai.D Cocmre9sed Liauid ~odel 

The basis cf the COSTALD compressed liquid density correlation is the 
extension sod generalh:ation of the Tait equation using eor:-espcndin6 
states principles. This equation for the molar volume of the com
pressed liquid •t the system te~?erature and pressure is given by: 

where the B and C terms have been cor=elated by 

P, = EXP(f + g1Wsu: + hlWsax:2) (35) 

C a ji + k1 WSJU< (36) 
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Values of the nw:ierical correlating constants a1 through k1 are given 
in Table 4. 

Note that in Equation (33) as ? approaches P 5 , the natural logarithm 
of (B+P)/(B+P9 ) approaches %ero and, consequently, the molar volwu~ V 
approaches the sat~rated molar volume V5 • This is an essential 
feature of the correlation. The corresponding- states principle was 
used to correlate !, which has units of pressure, as a f':l~ction of 
reduced temperature. Other criteria, the step-by-step procedures, and 
the experimental data sets used both for deter:nining the fina 1 fonis 
of the parameters B, e1, and C and for evaluation of the numerical 
constants are discussed in greater detail in reference (24) • 
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I~ order to use Equation (33), a knowledge of both the saturated molar 
volu~e V5 and the saturation pressu=e ? 5 at the syste~ temperature is 
:-equi red. Vs is deter:nined by the procedur7s gi~en above. The 
sa.tu:-ation pressure P9 , or Psm for bc.bble poi.nt mixtu::-es*, m.?y be 
calculated from the following gene~ali%ed Riedel vapor pressu=e 
equation developed by Hankinson, Estes, and Coker (9): 

log(PRS) = F'a'0
' + WsRK Paw (3i) 

p.<
01 

= 5.8031817 log(T1) + 0.0760814i F (38) 

Ps11
> = 4.86601 G (39) 

F =i 35.0 - 36.0/T a - 96.376 log(T a) • T s.6 (40} 

G = log(Ta) + 0.03721754 F (41) 

Ps = (F'as Pc} (42) 

Alte:natively, any other suitable vapor pressure equation such as 

for pure compounds, where C1, C2, C3, and C4 are constants specific to 
eacb compound, or a bubble point calcul~tion to yield Psm for 
mixcures, may be used. 

'* ~: The subscript m is added to denote a m.ix~ure proper~y when 
the equations in this section are applied to mi%ture~, e.g. Tc:n, 
%am, Pcm, PRa, Vnu Vm, etc. 
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In addition to the mixing rules, a k~ovledge of the ~ixture 
pseudocriticel pressure Pc:m is needed when Equations (37) through (42) 
and Equation (34) for para:ieter 3 are being applied to cocpressed 
liquid mixtures. Thomson, et al (24) recommended the follo~ing 
equations: 

z.c.· R T~ 

v· .. 
(44) 

Z- = 0.291 -0.080 Wsal\m ( 45) 

The accuracy of determining the density of .ni:"ttures, su..;:. as L~G, 
depends upon accurate compositional analyses, since the mole fractions 
of all componen~s, Xi, are needed both in the COSTALD mixing rules and 
to calculate the mixt~re molecular ~eight Mai: 

P,. = Mm 
Vm 

M,., = !;X,Mi {47) 

The composition of liquid mixtures can be determined from 
chromatographic analysis which yields accu=ate values of component 
weight fractions. W'eight fractions are easily converted to mole 
fractions for insertion into Equation (47). 

COSTAI.D Accuracv 

Thomson, Brobst, and Hankinson (24) tested the COSTALD compressed 
liquid density co~~elation against a total of 7690 data points of pure 
liquid compounds and 6926 data points of liquid mixtures. The results 
are given in Table S along with the corresponding results obtained 
from the Yen-Woods correlation. The COST.U.D correlation gives 
aignificantly less erTor than the Yen-Woods correlation in all cases. 
These data covered temperatures from 50 to 600 K and pressures from 
saturation to 68, 950 kPa Cl 0, 000 psia). Of parcicular interest are 
the 319 data points for I..'JC/LPC mixtures for which COSTALD densities 
averaged 0.369 percent absolute error, while the Yen-Woods (25) errors 
averaged nearly four times that or 1.46 percent. 
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TABLE 3 

Deficiencies of Pre~ious Compressed Liquid Density Correlations 

Correlation (Date) 

Tait (1B88) 

Hudlestcn (1937) 

Lyck:nac, et al (1965, 1969) 

Yen-Woods (1966) 

Generalized Lu equation 
ext~nded by E~bank ~ Rarden (1967) 

~cCart:y-Klosek-Mc~inley (1980) 

Deficiencies 

No mixing rules. 

No ~ixing l'Ules. 
Inaccurate close to saturation. 

Requires t~o specific para~eters 
per coc!'ound. 

no mi~ing rules. 

Restricted component list, 
Narro~ composition and te~pe~ature 
ranges. 
Difficult: to program for comp'..l~er. 
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TABLE 4 

Numerical Constants for Equations 34, 35, and 36. 

•1 • -9.070217 
b1 D 62.45326 
d1 • -135.1102 
fl a 4.79594 
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11 = 0.250047 
h1 • l.14188 
ji • 0:~0861488 
k1 D 0.0344483 



Pur-e 

TABLE 5 

Average Absolute Percent Error and Bias Set~een Calculated and 
Experimental Density of Compressed Liquids 

No. of COST.ALD Yen-~oods 
Cocpreued Data Correlation Corelat:io!1. 

Liou id Points % Er:-or Bias % ?:=Tor Bi.a3 

Compounds 
Non.polar 6338 0.446 -0.269 1.49 
Polar and Quantum 1352 2.57 -9.75 

Mixtures 
3.48 -5. 72 --o. 770 

Al 1 lllixture.s 6926 1.61 9.50 2.51 -12.5 
lNG/1.l>C mi~~ures 319 0.369 1.26 1.45 -6.82 
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5. 0 NO~~Cl--l!UP.l: 

a coefficient of ther.:cal e~?ans~on 

3 liquid co~pressibility 

c 

parameter in Equation (33) 
defined by Equation (34) 

parameter in Equation (33) 
defined by Equation (36) 

e1 ~onstant iD Equation (34) 
defined by Equation (35) 

r paraxneter in Equations (38) and (41) 
defined by Equation (40); also 
parameear in Equation (3) for 
Liquid Compressibility Facto~ 

G ~arameter in ~quatiou (39) 
defined by Equation (41) 

L/mol 

psia 

M molecular weight g/col 

P pressure ic.Pa 

pR(o) 

pR(l) 

R 

t: 

r 

v 

Vs 

parameter in Equation (37) 
defioed oy Equation (38) 

para~eter in Equation (37) 
defined by Equation (39) 

gas constant 

t:e=perature 

absolute telllperature 

molar volume of liquid 

saturated =olar volume 

'L•kPa/(mol·K) 

oc 

K 

L/mol 

L/aiol 
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V* COSTALD cha~acteristic volume 

VCF volume cor=ection factor Equation (5) 

x mole fraction 

Z compressibility factor 

p density 

w ac:entric factor 

Subscripts 

c critical state 

i,j component i and component j 

m mixture 

a reduced property, for example, TR • T/~c 

s saturation o~ saturated 

SRK obtained using Soave-Redlich-K-;.rong 
equation of state 

Mathematical Svmbols 

ln logarithm to the base "e", or natural logarithm 

log logarithm to the base "10", or common· logarithm 

sumnation of terms over index i, often vritten vith 
the limits of i specified 
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